
Don’t let malware create a web of fear for you this Halloween 

season. Here are a few things you can do to protect 

yourself against these growing mobile threats.

Only download apps from the Google Play store 
or other authorized stores

Don’t click on suspicious links in emails or social 
media apps

Update your phone software and apps on a 
regular basis

Check the risk score of each app via free online 
tools

Use a reliable mobile security app

TOP 5

Ghouls and goblins abound in the mobile security world, and 
consumers still fall victim to the same old tricks. As Halloween 
approaches, we at Trustlook have pulled together a list of the 
5 scariest Android malware families from the past month, and 

some of the malicious apps from each family.

Click on        to get more malware details

Apps containing the Hideicon malware disguise 
themselves as useful tools, but hide their icons 
and start performing rogue behaviors. They can 
steal users’ personal data and push full screen 
ads to a device.

2,361 variants found in past 30 days
HIDEICON

Cytus Sapphire AhnLab V3 Document

With Permad, each time you unlock your device 
an ad is presented to you, mistakenly warning 
you about a problem. When you take action, you 
get re-directed to harmful threats on fake 
pages.

1,836 variants found in past 30 days
PERMAD

ND Superuser Love Beauty Catch the
Money

Zirco

Kemoge is a piece of Android malware that roots 
a victim’s device and installs itself as a system 
application. Its goal is to install additional 
applications on to the device.

1,260 variants found in past 30 days
KEMOGE

Crazy Motor-
cycle Rider

Powerplay SD Clip Lord $M

Triada is especially frightening because its main 
objective is to steal money. Its functionality uses 
root privileges to modify SMS messages, so any 
money that a user sends over SMS may not go 
to the right place.

1,026 variants found in past 30 days
TRIADA

Cross Fire 
Biochemical 

Zombie

Runaway 
Peace

Flashlight Touch Fun

The Rootnik malware uses the Root Assistant 
utility to gain root access. Rootnik is capable of 
downloading executable files from remote 
servers for local execution, as well  as 
aggressively promoting applications by 
displaying ads on the home screen. 

553 variants found in past 30 days
ROOTNIK

Battery 
Indicator Pro

Z4 Root Coloring
For Kid

Color
Cinema
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